
aiARTmeme ($AIM)
A Meme Coin for AI Artistry

Abstract — aiARTmeme ($AIM) is a meme coin that exists
solely for the purpose of celebrating and promoting AI artistry. With
no utility, no roadmap, and no promises, our focus is on fostering a
vibrant, dynamic community of AI artists and Generative AI
enthusiasts who are passionate about creating and sharing innovative
artworks.
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I. INTRODUCTION
aiARTmeme ($AIM) is not just a meme coin, but a catalyst

for creativity and innovation. With a total supply of 69 billion
tokens, we aim to ensure liquidity and stability for our coin.
To achieve this, we are launching web applications like AI arts
and prompts aggregator. The revenue generated from these
applications will be used to enhance the liquidity of
aiARTmeme ($AIM). Our goal is to create a sustainable
ecosystem where the net income from our ventures contributes
to the liquidity, ensuring stability and growth for our
community of AI artists and enthusiasts.

II. TOKENOMICS
aiARTmeme ($AIM) has a total supply of 69 billion

tokens. The distribution is as follows:

● Liquidity and Community: 80% of the tokens are
allocated to liquidity and community. This ensures a
robust and active ecosystem for our decentralized
community of AI artists and generative AI
enthusiasts.

● Seed Fundraising: 10% of the tokens are reserved
for seed fundraising. The initial token price for seed
fundraising is set at 0.0005. This will provide the
necessary capital for initial development and
expansion.

● Founders and Team: 10% of the tokens are
allocated to the founders and team, recognizing their
hard work and dedication in bringing aiARTmeme
($AIM) to life.

For the decentralized exchanges (DEX) and centralized
exchanges (CEX), the initial token price is set at 0.0008. This
pricing strategy is designed to ensure a fair and transparent
distribution of tokens to all participants.

III. TECHNOLOGY
aiARTmeme ($AIM) is a multi-chain token built on

various platforms for maximum accessibility and efficiency. It
is an ERC-20 token built on Ethereum, a BEP-20 token built
on Binance Smart Chain, and a TRC-20 token built on the
TRON blockchain. The smart contract technology
underpinning aiARTmeme ($AIM) ensures secure,

transparent, and efficient transactions without the need for a
central authority. This decentralized approach aligns with our
commitment to fostering a vibrant, dynamic community of AI
artists and Generative AI enthusiasts. With aiARTmeme
($AIM), it’s all about leveraging cutting-edge technology to
revolutionize the world of AI artistry.

IV. PLATFORMS AND APPS
At aiARTmeme ($AIM), we are committed to fostering a

vibrant and dynamic community of AI artists and generative
AI enthusiasts. To achieve this, we have planned to launch
multiple applications that will revolutionize the AI artistry
landscape. These include an AI art and prompts aggregator, an
AI art and prompts platform, and an NFT marketplace.

These platforms will serve as a hub for our community
members to create, share, and trade their unique AI-generated
artworks. By launching these applications, we aim to
rejuvenate the market and bring worthy investment value to
our community. Join us in this exciting journey as we redefine
the boundaries of AI artistry.

V. CONCLUSION
aiARTmeme ($AIM) represents a new frontier in the world

of AI artistry. By leveraging the power of blockchain
technology and the creativity of our community, we aim to
revolutionize the way AI-generated art is created, shared, and
appreciated. With a focus on fostering a vibrant, dynamic
community of AI artists and generative AI enthusiasts, we are
committed to creating a platform that celebrates creativity and
innovation. Join us in this exciting journey as we redefine the
boundaries of AI artistry with aiARTmeme ($AIM). Together,
we can create a future where art and technology intersect in
the most beautiful ways.


